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Kensuke’s Kingdom– author unit 

Read quickly, fluently and with expression.  Use the punctuation  

Read whole novels, developing stamina for reading  

Annotate texts as a reader  

Understand the text using V I P E R S  

I can write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting language which shows good awareness of the 
reader  

 

In narratives, I can describe settings, characters and atmosphere.  

I can Integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance the action.  

I can select from a wide range of imaginative and ambitious vocab including strong nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs and I’m beginning to use similes, repetition and other literary language for effect 

 

I can use paragraphs accurately, starting new paragraphs for time, place and person  

I can use a range of cohesive devices precisely (e.g. conjunctions- coordinating conjunctions (FANBOYS) for, and, nor, 
but, or, yet, so accurately -A WHITE BUS- after, although ,as, when, wherever, whenever, whilst, where, whether, 
how, if, in case, in order, that, though, even if, even though, ever since, because, before, unless, until, since), adver-
bials of time and place- use TRaMP-adverbials Time- Last night, Reason- the cat sat on the mat because it was ex-
hausted, Manner- the cat sat still, Place- the cat sat in front of the fireplace., pronouns, synonyms) within and across 
paragraphs) 

 

I can use appropriate pronouns to avoid repetition (Mike went outside.  Mike kicked the ball.  Mike went outside.  
He kicked the ball.) 

 

I can use the past and present tense accurately and consistently with few errors.  

I can vary  sentences with subordinate clauses and relative clauses e.g. before heading towards the hill, Sam checked 
his back-pack for tools., she called her friend., John, who is from Liverpool, enjoys reading. sometimes varying them 
for effect. 

 

I can use a range of punctuation accurately including: capital letters at the beginning of a sentence and on pronouns, 
full stops, question marks, inverted commas, commas, dashes and brackets, apostrophes 
 

 

I can spell a range of Year 3-6 words correctly.  Any words I don’t know, I can use a dictionary to check them  

I can write in a neat, joined script  
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